Ventilation in the patient with unilateral lung disease.
Severe ULD presents a challenge in ventilator management because of the marked asymmetry in the mechanics of the two lungs. The asymmetry may result from significant decreases or increases in the compliance of the involved lung. Traditional ventilator support may fail to produce adequate gas exchange in these situations and has the potential to cause further deterioration. Fortunately, conventional techniques can be safely and effectively applied in the majority of cases without having to resort to less familiar and potentially hazardous forms of support. In those circumstances when conventional ventilation is unsuccessful in restoring adequate gas exchange, lateral positioning and ILV have proved effective at improving and maintaining gas exchange. Controlled trials to guide clinical decision making are lacking. In patients who have processes associated with decreased compliance in the involved lung, lateral positioning may be a simple method of improving gas exchange but is associated with many practical limitations. ILV in these patients is frequently successful when differential PEEP is applied with the higher pressure to the involved lung. In patients in whom the pathology results in distribution of ventilation favoring the involved lung, particularly BPF, ILV can be used to supply adequate support while minimizing flow through the fistula and allowing it to close. The application of these techniques should be undertaken with an understanding of the pathophysiology of the underlying process; the reported experience with these techniques, including indications and successfully applied methods; and the potential problems encountered with their use. Fortunately, these modalities are infrequently required, but they provide a critical means of support when conventional techniques fail.